
Model Aromax
Dimensions Diameter x H in mm 156 x 230
Weight Kg 1.2
Finish Anodised
Color Red, black, blue, green, gold, silver, lime, purple, orange
Material Aluminum
Power Supply 240 / 110 Volts
Watt 4
Hz 50 / 60
Silencer Yes
Adjustable output Yes
Manufactured in Australia
All features and technical data subject to change without notice.
Copyright © 2006 Air Aroma International Pty. Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Aromax instructions:
The aromax will be most effective if placed on a minimum height of 30”/ 75cm or higher.
The aromax operates on the principle of “cold air diffusion” no heat is involved.
 Use only Air Aroma 100% pure essential or aroma oils; these oils have been developed specifically for diffusion.
Directions for use:
1. Remove top cone from the aromax  to expose the glass nebulizer.
2. Add a few drops of your selected oil to the top of the glass, do not fill past the blue mark indicated on the glass, as this will 
damaged the pump.
3. Use the adjustment knob for the desired output of aroma.
4. Switch the unit off from time to time or install a simple timeswitch at the powerpoint for your convenience.
5. The small glass silencer should be fitted with the larger end into the nebulizer.

Cleaning and maintanance:
1. To clean the nebulizer: remove the hose carefully from the glass.
2. Remove glass from base unit by pulling it away from it gently.
3. Add a small amount of alcohol or methylated spirit and gently shake and rinse.
4. Dispose of residue carefully.
5. Reinstall glass onto the base and reconnect the hose to the glass carefully.
6. Turn on diffuser a few seconds to clear any residue.
7. To clean aromax body, just use a damp cloth and wipe gently. Do not use any abrasive material or cleaning products.  
Handle glass with care, if required a new glass nebulizer can be obtained.
NOW, SELECT YOUR FAVOURITE OIL, TURN ON THE AROMAX AND ENJOY!
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